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Ah&act-The solutions of the equations of nonlinear age dependent population dynamics may be 
associated with a strongly continuous semigroup of nonlinear operators in the Banach space L’(0, m; R”). 
The infinitesimal generator of this nonlinear semigroup is characterized and an exponential representation 
formula for the nonlinear semigroup isobtained in terms of the infinitesimal generator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The evolution of an age-structured population may be described by the solution of a non- 
conservative hyperbolic partial differential equation. The first such models of age dependent 
population dynamics are due to Lotka[l], McKendrick[2], and von FoersterU]. These models 
have the form 
C(a, t) + &(a, t) = - &)&a, 0 
I 
m 
I(0, t) = P(a)/@, t) da 
0 
&a, 0) = 4(a). 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
In the model (l.l)-(1.3) 1: [0, ~0) x [0, m)+ [0, m), /(a, t) is the density at time t with respect o 
age a of the population, CL: [0, m)+[O, m), CL(U) is the mortality modulus at age a, /3: [0, m)--, 
[0, m), /3(a) is the birth modulus at age a, and 4: [0, m)+[O, m) is the known initial age 
distribution of the population. The model (l.lH1.3) is linear in the unknown density I, and thus 
makes no provision for the effects of crowding. 
The first models of age dependent population dynamics to allow for such crowding effects 
were introduced by Hoppensteadt[4,5] and Gurtin and MacCamy[6]. The model of Gurtin and 
MacCamy in [6] is given by 
L& t) + I,(4 f) = - Pb, P(OMa, 0 (1.4) 
&a, t) = I om B(a, PWk 1) da (1.5) 
Ha, 0) = 4(u). (1.6) 
In the model (1.4)-(1.6) P(t)EfJt /(a, t) da is the total population at time t, and the mortality 
modulus k and birth modulus p are allowed to depend on both age a and total population p(t). 
The model of Gurtin and MacCamy is nonlinear in the density I in both equations (1.4) and 
(1.5), and thus incorporates crowding effects into the evolution of the population. 
Since the appearance of the Gurtin and MacCamy article[6], there has been much interest in 
nonlinear age dependent population dynamics. Among the recent papers devoted to this subject 
are those of Di Blasio[7-91, Di Blasio and Lamberti[lO], Elderkin[ll, 121, Gurtin and 
MacCamy[l3,14], Gurtin and Murphy[lS, 161, Haimovici[l7,18], Marcati[l9], Marcati and 
Serafini[20], Ptiss[21,22], and Sinestrari[23]. 
One of the major problems in developing the theory of nonlinear age dependent population 
dynamics is to formulate a general model applicable to many diverse population problems. Such 
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a model should have its formulation in a physically reasonable, as well as mathematically 
tractable setting. One important aspect of the formulation of such a model is the determination 
of a meaningful sense of what is meant by a solution. 
In an earlier study[24] the author presented a formulation of nonlinear age dependent 
population dynamics in light of these considerations. The setting for the model was chosen as 
L’(O, ma; R”)dAf L’. This mathematical setting was considered a natural choice in that the 
physical interpretation of the density function requires that it should be integrable, and the 
mathematical treatment of the problem requires that the density should belong to a complete 
normed linear space. The equations of the model in [24] had the following form: 
Iii+ 
I 
o= (h-‘(&a + h, t + h) - l(a, t)) - G(l(*, t))(a)/ da = 0 (1.7) 
lim h-’ 
I 
h //(a, t + h) - F(I(*, 011 da = 0 (1.8) 
h4+ 0 
l(*,O) = qi (1.9) 
In (1.7)-(1.9) I: [O,co) x [O,m)+R”, f(., t)~ L’ for each t, G: L’+ L’, G is the growth function, 
F: L’ + R”, F is the birth function, and 4 E L’ is the given initial age distribution. The density 
is allowed to be W-valued so as to apply to systems of equations describing populations with 
interacting species. 
The Gurtin and MacCamy model (1.4W1.6) may be formulated as in (1.7)-(1.9) by taking 
G(+)(u)zf - p(u, Ptb)4(u), t$ E L’, a.e.a > 0, 
where p and p are appropriately defined mortality and birth moduli. The formulation of the 
growth and birth processes in (1.7)-(1.9) allows considerable generality. In particular, the 
growth process (1.7) allows for a density dependent migration into or out of the population 
which would not fit the pure mortality form of (1.4). The reason for formulating the model with 
the integral conditions in (1.7) and (1.8) is that this form is valid for an arbitrary initial age 
distribution 4 E L’, whereas the formulations (l.lH1.3) and (1.4~( 1.6) apply only to smooth 
initial age distributions I$ 
The importance of allowing for arbitrary initial age distributions in L’ arises in the attempt 
to associate the problem with a dynamical system or nonlinear semigroup. Because the 
formulation (1.7)-(1.9) applies to an arbitrary element 4 in the complete normed linear space 
L’, it is possible to study the problem as a strongly, continuous semigroup of nonlinear 
operators in L’. This program was begun in [24], wherein it was shown that under appropriate 
assumptions on F and G, the problem (1.7H1.9) has a unique global solution for each d E L’. 
Furthermore, these solutions correspond to a strongly continuous semigroup of nonlinear 
locally Lipschitz continuous operators in L’. 
In this paper our purpose is to continue this study. Specifically, we will determine the 
infinitesimal generator of this nonlinear semigroup and establish an exponential representation 
for this nonlinear semigroup in terms of its infinitesimal generator. In studies to be carried out 
elsewhere we will pursue the semigroup approach to nonlinear age dependent population 
dynamics, specifically the theory of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions and the theory of 
the numerical approximation of the solutions. 
2.THENONLINEARSEMIGROUP 
Let R+“dzf {(xl.. . .,x,)ER”:xi~Ofori=l,...,~}andletL+’d~f{~EL’:~(a)ER~“fora.e. 
u > O}. In the formulation (1.7)-( 1.9) of nonlinear age dependent population dynamics we place the 
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F: L’ + R”, F(0) = 0, and there is an increasing function c,: [0, a) + [0, m) such that 
IF(4,) - F(&)ls c1(r)l14, - ~~llL~ for all & 42 E L’ such that ll+Al~l, 11~111~~ 5 r (2.1) 
G: L’ + L’, G(0) = 0, and there is an increasing function c2: [0, co)+ [0, m) such that 
IlG(A) - G(d&~ 5 et(r)llbl - &JILl for all & $2 E L’ such that lJd&.~, )ld&~ 5 r (2.2) 
Fe+‘) c R+” (2.3) 
there is an increasing function c3: [O, m)+ [O, m) such that if r > 0 and 4 E L,’ with 
ll~lIL~ 5 r, then G(4) + WM E t+‘. (2.4 
The method used in [24] to prove the existence of solutions to (1.7)-(1.9) and to investigate 
their properties is to convert the problem to an equivalent Volterra integral equation in two 
independent variables. Integral equations of this type were first considered by Marcus and 
Mizel in Refs. [25,26]. More recently a similar approach has been used by M. Chipot in Ref. 
[27]. The equivalent Volterra integral formulation of (1.7)-(1.9) is given by the following 
proposition, proved in Ref. [24]: 
PROPOSITION 2.1
Let (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) hold and let 4 E L,‘. There exists T > 0 and a unique function 
1 E C([O, T]; L+l) satisfying (1.7), (1.8), (1.9). Furthermore, if If C([O, T]; L+l), then 1 satisfies 
(1.7) (1.8), (1.9) for 0 5 t 5 T if and only if I satisfies 
I 
’ F(I(., t-“)) + 
I 
G(I(., s))(s + a - t) ds a.e. a E (0, t) 
l(a, t) = 1-o f (2.5) 
#(a - t) + G(f(., s))(s + a - t) ds a.e. a E (t, tQ). 
The following results are proved in 1241: 
PROPOSITION 2.2 
Let (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) hold, let 4 EL+‘, and let [0, T,) be the maximal interval of 
existence of the solution I of (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) in the sense that if 0 < T < T,, then I restricted to 
10, Tl belongs to C([O, T]; L,‘) and satisfies (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) for OS t 5 T. If T+ < cQ, then 
lim ;up - ((I(*, t)ljLl = cQ. 
-.d 
PROPOSITION 2.3
Let (2.1)-(2.4) hold and let T, = m for all 4 E L,‘. Let S(t), t z 0 be the family of mappings 
in L+’ defined by S(t)4 = l,(., t), where 4 E L+‘, t L 0, and l4 is the solution of (1.7)-(1.9). 
Then, S(t), t 3 0 is a strongly continuous nonlinear semigroup in L,’ in the following sense: 
stt, + t2M = Smw,M, t1, f2 2 0, 4 E L+’ (2.6) 
SWd = 4, 4 E L’ (2.7) 
S(t)4 is continuous in t for 4 fixed (2.8) 
S(t)4 is continuous in 4 for t fixed. (2.9) 
PROPOSITION 2.4
Let (2.1H2.4) hold and let cl zf SUP c,(r) <m and c2zf ;!I c*(r) < co. Then Tb = m for each 
4 E L,' and for $J,, & E L,‘, t 2 0, rao 
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3.THE INFINITESIMALGENERATOR 
The infinitesimal generator of the nonlinear semigroup S(f), t Z- 0 in Proposition 2.3 is 
defined as the mapping B: L,’ + L’ such that 
;5+ t-‘(S(t)d - f$) fif Bq5 (3.1) 
D(B)d$f {C#J E L+‘: Knin t-‘(S(t)4 - C#J) exists}. (3.2) 
Strongly continuous nonlinear semigroups which satisfy a Lipschitz continuity condition of 
the form (2.10) are connected to the theory of nonlinear accretive operators in Banach spaces. 
We state below two fundamental results from this theory. A mapping A from a subset of a 
Banach space X to X is accretive provided that if xl, x2 E D(A) and A > 0 then (((I + AA)x, - 
(I+ ~A)x2114lx, - x211. 
PROPOSITION 3.1[281 
Let A be a mapping from a subset of a Banach space X to X, let there exist a constant 
w E R such that A + ol is accretiveg let there exist A, > 0 such that if 0 < A < A,, then 
R(I + A) 1 D(A). Then for each x E D(A) 
lim (I+ t/nA)-“~%~ T(t)x exists uniformly in bounded intervals of t 2 0. 
“-*D 
(3.3) 
Moreover, the family of mappings T(t), t > 0 so defined is a strongly continuous nonlinear 
semigroup in D(A) in the following sense: 
T(t, + f2)x = T(t,)T(t2)x, t,, tz L 0, x ED(A) (3.4) 
T(O)x = x, x E D(A) (3.5) 
T(t)x is continuous in t for x fixed (3.6) 
IIWh - Wx211 5 ew’llxI - 2/, tr0, x,,x~ED(A). (3.7) 
PROPOSITION 3.2 [29] 
Let C be a closed convex subset of a Banach space X, let A be a mapping from C to X such 
that D(A) = C, let o E R such that A + 01 is accretive, let A, > 0 such that if 0 < A < A, then 
R(I + AA) > C, let T(t), t 2 0 be the strongly continuous nonlinear semigroup in C as in 
Proposition 3.2, and let S(t), t 2 0 be a family of mappings from C to C such that 
IlSWx, - SWx*ll-= ~Wllx, -x211 for all t 2 0, xl, x2 E C, where M(r) = 1+ ot + o(t) 
as t+m (3.8) 
lim r-‘(S(t)x - x) = - AX for all x E C. (3.9) 
f-.(1+ 
Then, for all x E C 
lim S(r/n)“x = T(t)x uniformly in bounded intervals of t 2 0. 
II- 
(3.10) 
We now identify the infinitesimal generator of the nonlinear semigroup S(t), t z 0 associated 
with the problem (1.7H1.9). 
PROPOSITION 3.3 
Let (2.1~(2.4) hold and let A be defined by 
(3.11) 
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D(A)zf {c# E I,+‘: 4 is absolutely continuous on 10, a), q5’ E L’, and b(O) = F(9)). 
(3.12) 
Let Tm = = for all C$ E L,’ and let S(t), t 2 0 be the strongly continuous nonlinear semigroup in 
L,’ as in Proposition 2.3. Then, - A is the infinitesimal generator of S(t), t 2 0. 
Proof. Let B denote the infinitesimal generator of S(t), 120. We first prove that if 
C#J E D(A), then C$J E D(B) and I34 = - A#. For C#J E D(A), t > 0, 
llf-‘(SW - 4) + &IILI = [ I~-‘((W44(a)- 4(a)) + 4’(a)- G(4Ha)l ds 
= I ()’ It-‘(F(W - u)c#l) + 1’ G(S(aM)(s f a - 0 ds - 4(a)) + d’(a) 1-a 
- G(4)b)l da 
+ I ,= It-‘(qb(a - t) + I’ G(S(aM)(s + a - 0 ds - b(a)) + Q’(u) 0 
fif K, + K2. 
- G(d)(a)1 da
Since 4(O) = F(4), we have that 
KI 5 t-l I,’ IF(S(f - aM)- FWI da + [ Id’(u)- t-Q(u)- d(O))1 da 
G(S(a)4)(s + a - t) da - G@)(u)/ da zf II, + Hz+ I&. 
By the continuity of F, 
HI 5 2;~~ IF(S(aM) - F(4)l-d as f +O’. 
Since (b is absolutely continuous and c#‘E L’, 
H’=I,1Id’(~)-t-i~dl(b)dbldll~lo’Is’(o)ldo+o~~~,~I~‘(b)(db~0 as t-,0+. 
(3.13) 
By the continuity of G and the fact that G(4) E L’, 
H,5r-’ t 
I [I 
’ 
0 t--s 
lG(S(shb)(s + a - t)l da ds + 0’ JG(c$)(a)J da 1 I 
5 t-1 1’ [I’ W%sM)(~) - G($)(a)1 + lG($)(a)l) da] ds + I,’ iW)(u)l du 
0 0 
G($)1,1+21o’JG(d)(o)ldu~O as t+O+. (3.14) 
Next, observe that 
I-” .f’ 
Kz 5 j 
I 
If-‘(4(a - f) - d(a)) + d’(a)1 ds + J 
I 
t-’ Jo G(S(s)4)(s + a - t) ds - G(4)(a)J ds 
zf J, + J2. 
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Since 4 is absolutely continuous and 4’ E L’, 
4’(b) db - 9’(4l da = r It-’ 1’ [@(a - T) - @(a)] dT( da 
0 
It-' I,'[[k@ -7)--'(~)ldo]d7i~~~,Iri)~'((1- ~)--&(a)/ da 
+O as t-,0+. 
Lastly, the continuity of G and the fact that translation is continuous in L’ imply that 
J*r t-1 ’ I Cf m [)G(S(s)b)(s + a - t) - G(4Ns + a - O/f lG(4)O + a - t) - G(4)(a)ll da1 ds 0 t 
5 sup as t+O.+. (3.15) 
osssr 
[ IlGCSCs,4> - G(d$.l + fin IG(4is + a - 0 - G(4)Wl da] +O 
t 
Thus, we have that !5+ t-‘(S(t)4 - 4) = - A4, and so by the definition of the infinitesimal 
generator, b, E D(B) and Bc$ = - A#. 
Now let I$ E D(B), where B4 = f?+ t-‘(S(t)4 - 4) = B4. We will prove that 4 E D(A) and 
B4 = - A4. For t > 0, define xr E L’ and 4t E L’ by 
xl(a) = 
0 for a.e. a < t 
t-l f 
I 
G(S(s)4)(s + a - t)ds for a.e. a > t 
0 
d(a) = 
i 
O_ for a.e. a < t 
t ‘(q%(a - t)- &a)) for a.e. a > t. 
From (3.15) we have that 
llxl-G(4)(IL~ = ,( lG(6)(o)/du+[ it-lji G(S(sMM+ a-Ods-@$)(a)~ da-,Oas t+O+. 
Next, observe that 
lldl+ xr - B4b = I,’ IB4Wl da + 1 It-‘(O(a - t)+ I,’ G(S(sh$)(s + a - t) ds - +(a)) 
- B4(a)l da 5 Iof /B4(a)l da +Ijt-‘(S(t)4- 4)- B4jJ,I +O as t +O+. 
Thus, we must have that lim+ dl = B4 - G(4) in L’. 
We next use a device fT([3O], p. 535). Let 0 < t < u < v. Then, 
t-’ I :_, 4(a) da -t-l / “;, 4(a) da = 1”” t-‘(+(a - t)- +(a)) da = 1’ cbr(a) da. U 
From this last equation we see that there exists a set E of measure zero such that if 0 < u < v, 
U, v@ E, then 
4(u) - 4(u) = 1’ IB4(a) - G(cb)(a)l da. 
Y 
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Therefore, 4 is absolutely continuous and d’(a) = - B+(a) + G(~)(U) for almost everywhere 
a > 0. Now observe that 
2 t-’ 1’ IWO - ~14) - 440)~ da -k’16’(a) - t-‘(4(a) - 44Wt da 
0 
- I,’ ] t-’ 1,:. G(S(sM)(s + a - t) - G(d)(a) 1 da. 
Now let t approach 0 from the right in this last inequality, and use (3.13) and (3.14) to conclude 
that 1$(0) = F(4). Thus, 4 E D(A) and - Ac$ = B4. 
4. THE EXPONENTIAL REPRESENTATION 
We now prove that the nonlinear semigroup associated with the problem (1.7H1.9) can be 
represented in terms of its infinitesimal generator by means of an exponential formula, provided 
that the birth function F and the growth function G are globally Lipschitz continuous on L’. 
PROPOSIVHON 4.1 
Let (2.1H2.4) hold, let cl %f ;:F c’(r) < m and czzf ;,t: Q(T) < m, let -A be the infinitesimal 
generator of S(t), t 2 0, where S(t), t zz 0 in the strongly continuous nonlinear semigroup as in 
Proposition 2.3, and let w = cl + c2. The following are true: 
R(Z+AA)-‘=L+’ forO<A<w-’ (3.16) 
A + 01 is accretive in L’ (3.17) 
D(A) = L,’ (3.18) 
for each 4 E L+‘, lim (I + t/nA)-“4 = S(t)4 uniformly in bounded intervals of t 2 0. 
II-?= 
(3.19) 
Proof of (3.16). Let 0~ A < w-’ and let 4 E L+‘. We must solve the boundary value 
problem 4 + A@ - AG(4) = $, r$(O) = F(4), with 8 E L,‘. Let r = (1 - Aw)-‘/$/lr’ and let a = 
C?(T), where c3(r) is as in (2.4). Define the closed subset Mzf {b E L,‘: ]j&’ 5 r} of L’. Define 
a mapping K with domain M by 
Kd(u) = exp [- a(1 + k)A-‘I[ F(4) +l,’ exp [b(l + Aa)A-‘][(G + crZ)4(b) 
c5EM, ur0. (3.20) 
Observe from (2.3), (2.4) that if 4 E M, then Kt$(u) E R,” for all a 2 0. Further, for 4 E M, 
exp [- a(1 + ~)K’]IF(c$)I da 
I 
r 
+ exp [-a(1 + Aa)h-‘I 
0 I 
a exp [b(l + ,kr)A-‘][I(G + al)(+)(b)1 + /\-‘($(b)l] db da 
0 
exp [b( 1 + ha)A-‘1 
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x [((G + aI)(t$)(b)/ + h-‘l+(b)(l lb% exp [-- a(l+ AaMsll da) db 
Therefore, K maps M into 44 Further, K is a strict contraction in M, since A( 1 + Aa)-‘(o + 
(I) < 1 and for 4, 4 E M, 
tl@ - K&l = Ix (K~(u) - K&z)1 da 
0 
5 mexp[-a(l+Aa)A-1](F(c5)-F($)Ida 
I 0 
(0 
+ I exp [- a(1 + Acy)A-‘1 0 f 
I? 
exp [ b( 1 + Aa)A-‘1 
0 
x[tG(d)(b)-G(~)(b)l+nl~(b)- &b)Jldbda 
5 /F(4)-- F(&JA(l+ ha)-’ 
m + I( exp [b(l + AaW’I[lG(#)@) - G($)(b)l + &b(b) - d(b)11 0 
I 
m 
X exp [- a(1 + Aa)A-‘1 da db 
b I 
I A(1 + A$‘(]+ - &I(O + a). 
Thus, by the Contraction Mapping Theorem, K has a unique fixed point 4 in M, that is, 
KC#J =qi From (3.20) we see immediately that this d belongs to D(A) and (I t AA)4 = 4. 
Proof of (3.17). Let eS,i E D(A) and let O< A < 6’. To verify that A + 01 is accretive it 
suffices to show 
since if ;i = (1 - ho)-‘, then n^ > 0, A = h^(l + AU)-‘, and 
(((I + i(A + wl))c#~ - (I + i(A + oI))&l = (1 + h^w)[((l + AA)& - (I+ AA)& 
2 II4 - &I. 
Let += (Z+AA)& J= (I+AA)$. Then, 4= b+ A+‘- AG(4), d(O)= F(4), and i= 
4 + A& - AG(~), d(O) = F(J). By integration we obtain 
44~) = exp [- ah-Il( F(4) + l exp [bA_‘I(G(4)(b) + A-‘+(b)) db) (3.22) 
and a similar equation for 4, 4. Then, 
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114 - &I 5 1 ev t- ah-‘l(F(4) - F(dbI da + [ exp [- ah-‘1 l exp [bh-‘I(IG(b)(b) 
5 A/F(4) - F($)l+ Ins [ exp tbA-‘I(IG(4)@) - G(4b@)l 
from which (3.21) follows immediately. 
Proof of (3.18). Let $E L,‘. We first claim 
r- II 
lim 
f If exp [- th-‘]A-‘$(a - t) dt - +(a) da = 0. Ad+0 0 (3.23) 
To prove (3.23) let t > 0 and define $’ E L,’ by 
0 ifO<a<t 
“(‘)= f J(u - t) for a.e. u > t. 
Since 
we have that 
lim I]$’ - $lltl = 0. 
MO+ 
Then, (3.23) follows from (3.24), since for 0 < A < 6’ and E > 0, 
l I[ exp [- tA-‘]A-‘$(a - t) dt - $(a)[ da 
OI 0 
I II I 
a = exp [- th-‘]A-‘$(a - t) dt - exp [- tA-‘]A-‘t&(u) dt da 
.o 0 0 I I cc = I If exp I- tA-‘]A-‘($‘(a) - $(a)) dt da 0 0 I 2 5 I( exp [- tA_‘]A-’ 0 [ k’(a) - $(a)1 da) dt 
5 Oy$, 119’ - ~llr~ I,’ exp [- tA-‘]A-’ dt + 2{($)),1 fEz exp [- th-‘]A-’ dt 
5 oy& I/$’ - 4&l+ 2h%l exp I- eA-‘l. 
(3.24) 
Next, let 0 < A < U-’ and set 4 = (I + AA)-‘& From (3.21) and the fact that A0 = 0, we obtain 
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Then, from (3.22) and (3.25) we obtain 
l/U + AA)-‘+ - &.1= 6 lexp [- ah-'I(F(4) + L exp [bA-‘I(G(4)@) +A-‘+(b)) db) - $(a)( da 
5 A(F(+)( + [ (exp [bA_‘l(G(4)(b)( 6 exp [- ah-‘1 do) db 
+ 6 I[ exp [(b - a)A-‘IA-l+(6) db - $(a)( da 
5 A41 - A4-‘b+%l+ l II, exp [- tA-‘]A-l$(u - t) dt - $(a)( da. 
From (3.23) we now see that 
lim ))(I + AA)-’ # - I&I = 0. 
h+Q+ 
(3.26) 
Then, (3.18) follows from (3.26), since (I + AA)-‘++ E D(A) for 0 < A < w-‘. 
Proof of (3.19). By (3.16), (3.17), and (3.18) we have that A satisfies the hypothesis of 
Proposition 3.1 with D(A) = ~5,’ and o = cl + c2. Thus, there exists a strongly continuous 
nonlinear semigroup T(t), t 2 0 in I,+’ such that for (b E L+‘, t 2 0 
lim (I + t/nA)-“4 = T(t)4, (3.27) 
iI- 
where the convergence in (3.27) is uniform in bounded intervals of t 2 0. We claim that the 
hypothesis of Proposition 3.2 is satisfied. From Proposition 2.4 we can take M(t>zf e(cl+c2)r in 
(3.8). By the definition of infinitesimal generator we see that (3.9) is satisfied. Thus, from (2.6) 
and (3.10) we obtain S(t) = T(t) for all t 2: 0. Consequently, (3.19) follows from (3.27). 
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